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“Happy Rongali Bihu 2022. I wish everyone in the As-
samese Community all the best for this grand celebra-
tion of Rongali Bihu 2022.  

May the Assamese New Year bring great happiness 
and success to you all.” 

TED BAILLIEU 

Former Premier of Victoria, Australia 

Chief Guest at Rongali Bihu 2022 

Rongali Bihu Wishes 

“I am sending my best wishes to entire Assamese Community in Mel-
bourne for their celebration of “Rongali Bihu 2022” on this 23rd Day of April 
2022.  I am pleased to learn about the compilation of the colourful cultural 
magazine “Enajori 2022” to mark the celebration which is highly commend-
able. Celebration of rich Assamese heritage at home away home is of par-
ticular significance in dissimilating and generating awareness of our beau-
tiful state and people abroad. I hope these efforts will generate interests 
for many to visit our state and experience the Assamese way of life includ-
ing warm hospitality of Assamese people. 

I sincerely appreciate the leadership of the executive committee of Assam 
Association Melbourne for reaching out to me and seeking my wishes in 
this auspicious celebration of the Rongali Bihu 2022. May this Assamese 
New Year bring full of happiness and success to each and every one of 
the Assamese people residing in Melbourne. 

I wish every success of Assam Association Melbourne. 

Best wishes” 

DR HIMANTA B SARMA, PhD, LLB 

Honourable Chief Minister  
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Editorial 
Literature is the backbone of any society or civilization and so is Enajori to the As-
samese community living in and around Melbourne. Enajori 2022 is a pure reflection 
of the simplicity of Assamese culture, heritage and values. It gives a glimpse of As-
samese way of living in a multicultural society by practicing inclusion and adapta-
tion. Though the limited resources did not permit us to incorporate the richness and 
versatility of Assamese literature yet we tried to include the tastes and preferences 
of every generation and showcased some of the interesting attributes under various 
segments of this magazine.   

While Enajori does not need a new introduction, Enajori 2022 is clearly a collection 
of rich and variety of contents contributed, collected and compiled by a group of tal-
ented members in the community. Enajori 2022 comprises the contents across sev-

en key themes. The themes are “Amuthi Pohhar - এমুঠি প াহৰ”, “Kuhi Paat – 

কুবহিঁ াত”, “Bohagi Xubhasish - বহাগী শুভাশীষ”, “Rengoni Poem – পৰঙনী”, “Akhon 

Axomia Selfie - এখন অসমীযা Selfie”, Shradhanjoli -  শ্ৰদ্ধাঞ্জবি” and “Traditional Reci-

pe- অসমীযা থিৱুা বযঞ্জন”. 
 
Under the theme “Amuthi Pohar”, articles are being collected in both Assamese or 
English describing significant life moments or the moments to cherish. Under the 
“Kuhi Paat” theme, various forms of articles, picture and drawings are being collect-
ed from the youngsters capturing the imaginations of the reality of various facts, 
figures and issues related to Assam and Assamese way of lives. “Bohagi Xubha-
sish” section comprises blessings from parents and grandparents in the occasion of 
Rongali Bihu, who are living back in Assam or elsewhere. “Rengoni” This section 
includes the poems, recitations, literature, fictions or life-story etc. “Akhon Axomia 
Selfie” is a fun section where all members living in Melbourne are requested to send 
a selfie/groupie with something of Assamese importance or significance in relation 
to Assam. “Shradhanjoli” is about paying tribute to many departed souls of the near 
and dear ones of my Assamese community over the past year. During the recent 
pandemic, many of our community people in Melbourne have lost their immediate 
family members back in India and they went through a really tough time. This sec-
tion is dedicated in the Enajori 2022 just as a remembrance and tribute to the de-
parted souls. “Traditional Recipe” section aims to exhibit the traditional and delicate 
Assamese Cuisines recipes from the members who love cooking including those 
who may be even trying to learn how to cook.  
Having had the contribution from all four corners of the globe, Enajori 2022 has tak-
en a real shape by exhibiting the varieties across all seven themes including cap-
ture of many memorable events celebrated among the AAM community. Hope the 
readers would love reading the compilation. The editorial team hopes that the read-
er would also appreciate the heart and soul of Assamese community living in Mel-
bourne through Enajori 2022.  

Wishing Everyone a very Happy Bohag Bihu 2022 and a prosperous Assamese 
New Year. 

 
Editorial team 
Gitika Talukdar 
Gariyasi Medhi 
Hemanta Doloi 

EDITORIAL TEAM 

Gitika Talukdar 

Gariyasi Medhi 

Hemanta Doloi 
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Message from the Assam Association Melbourne Committee 

We wish you all a very Happy Rongali Bihu 2022 

 

The name Assam Association Melbourne (AAM) was adopted from the earlier Vic Assam which is at the centre of bind-
ing the extended  Assamese community here in Victoria and providing with a platform for all to come, engage, enjoy 
and participate in numerous activities throughout the year. While AAM is run by the elected office bearers on an annual 
basis, the core of the organisation is its member-base without which such an organisation can’t run. So far the success 
of AAM is driven by the continued support from the members who not only generously contribute the financial contribu-
tions but also provide in-kind contributions ensuring success of numerous activities throughout the year. 
 
During last two years during the COVID-19 Pandemic, AAM  particularly played a significant role supporting the com-
munity with numerous online and face-to-face events and providing a sense of belongingness for all. Many members 
have had tough times not being able to travel back to Assam to meet their dear ones at the time of need during the 
pandemic, yet as a community, everyone has somehow managed the challenges and succeeded in the difficult times. 
 
While AAM’s events are usually run by the funds collected through the yearly membership and the event-based entry 
fees, event based financial support received from the Victorian Multi-cultural Commission supplements the operational 
budget quite significantly. With a strong track record of running the organisation, AAM has established its good reputa-
tion which helps to receive continuous funding support from Government organisations for celebrating wider varieties of 
functions. For instance, over past two years, AAM started celebrating “Sankardev’s Tithi”  in addition to the main two 
bihu functions, Magh Bihu and Rongali Bihu which is truly impressive. With the growing member-base, AAM is hopeful 
to embrace even more of such functions of cultural significance for educating and generating awareness of the rich 
Assamese culture among the new generation Assamese community in the wider Australian multicultural society. For 
the first time, Me-Dam-Me-Phi which is one of the main functions among the Ahom community from Assam was cele-
brated by the few families which will eventually be emerged as one of key functions within the AAM community at large.  
  
Like any other organisation, success of AAM lies with the dedicated and willing members who take the responsibility 
and contribute towards the growth of the organisation despite their busy personal lives. For the first time, AAM has now 
been able to set a vision for establishing a corpus fund and developing a sustainable operating platform with a clear 
identity within the Australian Multicultural Society. AAM is hopeful that with the help of current, emerging and future 
leaders from the growing Assamese community here in Victoria, a continuous and seamless operation of the organisa-
tion will prevail. 
 
We are grateful to the Victorian Multicultural commission for awarding AAM Inc a grant for the Bohag Bihu function this 
year.  
  
The committee wishes every member in the community success and happiness for the Assamese New Year.  
  
AAM Committee 2021/22 
Dr Hemanta Doloi. President  
Mr Gauri Konwar, Secretary 
Dr Apajita Changkakoti, Vice President  
Mr Bhaskar Sarma, Treasurer 
Dr Gitika Talukdar, Executive member . 
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CORPUS FUND AND FUTURE OF ASSAM ASSOCIATION MELBOURNE 
(AAM) 

 

 

Dr Hemanta Doloi 

Long Live Assam Association Melbourne (AAM)! That’s my wish, that’s my dream and that’s my aspiration towards 

AAM. AAM will only grow if we have a consistent member-base and tireless unconditional love and affection to create a 

home away home.  We are all individuals and our unique identify, commitments in our own lives are all important. But 

for the sake of our new generation here in Australia and also for our collective good, we need to give a permanent 

identity to AAM inscribing our rich culture, heritage and value. Such an identity could well be in the form of a physical 

infrastructure. If there is a wish, there is a way and with our richness of hearts and relative fortune in wealth and materi-

als, we can certainly fulfil this aspiration for AAM even sooner than later.  

Yes, that’s the aspiration and that’s what we are currently pledged to become. Having had the privilege to serve AAM 

as a current president, I along with my dear office bearers Gauri Konwar, Bhaskar Sarma, Geetika Talukdar and Apa-

rajita Changkakoti have created a new Corpus Fund for AAM with a long-term vision of owning a permanent identity for 

our ever-growing Assamese community.  Keeping a five-year target, currently we call this fund as “Lakshya 2027”.  

With our collective charity in performing ‘Naam Kirtan’ in various occasions over past years, we have been able to save 

up $486 which formed an auspicious opening balance of this “Lakshya 2027” fund. 

While we are relatively a young community here in Victoria, we must take the examples of collective success from oth-

er communities where people donate in cash and in-kinds on  a regular basis. There are examples in some communi-

ties where upto 20% of every person’s yearly income is donated towards the community funds. Unlike other communi-

ties, we Assamese community is very fortunate here in Australia. Most people in our community are professionals and 

we all hold respectable professional positions in the industry. From the measure of per capita income, we are in top 

10% high earners bracket in Australia.  Back home in Assam, most of our families are self-sufficient and independent of 

us which is an added blessing for many of us. So, with our kindness, wishes and commitments, we can move the 

mountains. All we need as this stage a convergent mantra “We will do it” and we will eventually make a history of creat-

ing an unprecedented legacy.  

One behalf of the wider Assamese community, I wish to request you all to come forward and being a regular donor 

supporting the growth this AAM Foundation fund and create the success. While currently there are only two signatories 

of this Corpus fund, there is a provision for being a signatory by any member from the community so that the decision 
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Magh Bihu 2022 

Magh Bihu 2022 

Magh Bihu 2022 
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Polymath Srimanta Sankardev and His Contribution Towards the  
Assamese Society 

 
Written by Sudarsana Goswami Kotoky 

 
 

This write-up is for the next generation who might know Srimanta Sankardev only as a spiritual Guru. 
 
Mahapurush Srimanta Sankardev was not only a spiritual leader, he was a writer, actor, director, playwright, 
dancer, singer all rolled into one. His contribution towards the socio-cultural lives of Assamese people is indis-
pensable. 
 
In the 15th and 16th century, most of the people had no access to education. There was always a discrimina-
tion between by the select few who were literate against most illiterate masses. Sankardev tried to give a new 
life to humanity. So, he initiated a religious movement called "Ekasarana Dharma" with the essence of "Bhakti" 
and "Mukti" as its pillars. He said "Ek Dev Ek Sev” means worship to one God. 
 
According to Sankardev, God is for everyone, and it should not be restricted to only privileged classes to recite 
and preach God's name. By establishing “Naamghar”, he provided an opportunity for everyone to offer prayers 
to God under the same roof. Sankardev translated the teachings of Bhagavad Gita into simple vernacular lan-
guage and in the process, created a masterpiece called the "Kirtan Ghoxa". Kirtan means narratives of Krishna 
and each Kirtan consists of a Ghoxa (loosely translated as couplets).  Another popular creation of Sankardev is 
“Gunamala” which is a simplified version of Bhagavata Purana. 
 
According to research, Sankardev was the first modern Indian playwright. He beautifully composed six "Ankiya 
Bhaonas" almost 600 years ago. His first creation was “Chihna Yatra” for which he painted the backdrop himself 
to create a stage set for the very first time. “Chihna Yatra” is considered as one of the first open air theatrical 
performances in the world. He introduced a character called "Sutradhar" who recites slokas, dances with the 
music and explains every stage of the Bhaona. Though it has similarities with William Shakespeare's theatre but 
it was adopted by Sankardev more than a hundred years before. Apart from Sutradhar, Bhaona has different 
characters: 

"Bhaoriya" – The actors performing the characters as per script  
“Gayan” – The singers   
“Bayan” – Musicians who play the Khol, Taal etc.   

 
Polymath Sankardev's other beautiful creation is “Borgeet” (holy song). Borgeet helps devotees develop devo-
tion to God. He created 240 Borgeets and used raag “Dhansiri”, which is similar to “Dhanyasi” in Carnatic mu-
sic. But one should not compare Borgeet with Hindustani classical music because Borgeet is 400 years older 
than Hindustani classical music. Till today, there are lots of research going on about Borgeet. Music director 
Anurag Saikia is known for taking the initiative of syncing Borgeets to the symphonic orchestra. Besides Bor-
geets, Sankardev also composed “Bhatimas”. 
 
Sankardev introduced musical instruments like Khol (a barrel-shaped drum) and Taal (cymbals).  He used these 
instruments in his instrumental orchestra called Gayan (singer) -Bayan (drummer). According to some research, 
Sankardev's musical work is on 14 beats which is also used in Jazz or classical music, but only one musician can 
use it. Surprisingly, in Sankardev's music, the entire community performs effortlessly to 14 beats. 
 
There are 8 distinct classical dance forms in India which have got recognition through Sangeet Natak Akademi – 
“Satriya” dance is one of them.  If we look at the history of each dance form, only Satriya can be traced to an 
individual. 
 
Sankardev's ideology was based on liberty, equality and fraternity.  That is why, Mahatma Gandhi said once "A 
great Vaisnavite revival under Sankardeva in the 16th century has made Assamese people kindly, tolerant and 
humane. There is no sign anywhere in Assam of the untouchability which is found in Northern and Southern In-
dia." 
 
Prayers and gratitude to our Guru for giving us an inclusive culture and a greater Assam. 
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Natok in 2013  
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Laughter Heals… 
Dr. Gitika Talukdar 

 

The best and unforgettable moments we often remember throughout our lives are the mo-

ments of laughter and every time we go back to those special moments we giggle once again. 

Laughing is something that lifts our mood and we feel good inside and out. It is our body’s 

own way of relieving us from stress and anxiety and to help us live a happy and joyful life. 

Laughter increases blood flow to our hearts and decreases inflammation in our body, it also 

relieves us from depression by releasing a hormone called endorphin that trigger positive 

feeling in our body and help us cope with pain and stress. In ancient days laughing was used 

in the society to indicate a situation which is out of danger, today it is still a social phenome-

non having a much broader meaning. 

 

We all are aware of the endless benefits of laughter but the only thing we need to conscious-

ly know is a few specific ways and techniques that bring abundance of laughter into our lives. 

Laughing is highly contagious in nature and it brings people closer and builds healthy relation-

ships.  Most of us when we go back to our own experiences, we can find that we laugh more 

often in a social setup and the magical effect of laughter enhances our mood. Similarly hu-

morous situation lightens our mood too and brings laughter on our faces. The benefits of 

laughter are so enormous that it increases years to our lives and also life to our years and 

that’s why we have in practice the laughter yoga, laughter therapy and Mental healing tech-

niques to heal depression and painful memories. When we make use of every smallest oppor-

tunity to laugh in our everyday life, we are actually activating our body’s own techniques of 

healing anxiety and stress without seeking any external help and support. The recent pan-

demic situation gives a retrospective explanation of how the life may look like without laugh-

ter. Going back to the days of covid hit and covid peak, all that comes to our mind is lock-

down, social distancing, night curfew, face masks etc. and that sounds like a total ban on 

laughter and to most of us that was the main reason for depression and anxiety during that 

period of time. With the easing of restrictions on social distancing and social gathering, peo-

ple are back to their normal lives and could easily cope with the painful memories of pan-

demic by socially connecting themselves to the friends and families in person. Laughter is the 

heart and soul of socialisation and it binds people together, strengthens emotional and social 

connections, lightens up  mood and fills the surroundings with positive vibes and energies.  
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Here are few easy tips to giggle: 

• Surround yourself with people who make you laugh.  

• Simulate social environment around you may be by turning the tv or computer on 

instead of being in isolation.  

• Engage in reading books and playing games. 

• Spend time with babies and kids because they have their unique ways of creating 

giggles and mirthful environments around them. 

• Spend time with pets and animals, their behaviour will definitely make you laugh. 

• Spend time in nature, break monotony, organise a picnic. 

• Find jokes in internet or funny videos in YouTube. 

• Live your hobbies and share your hobbies with friends. 

• Listen to mood boosting music. 

 

Natural Mood boosting food: 

• Banana, carrot, blueberry 

• Walnuts 

• Oatmeal 

• Popcorn 

• Chocolate 

• Spinach  

• Yoghurt  

 

Laughter enhances our physical and mental well-being and encourages us to look at the 

brighter side of life that’s why it’s important to make laughing a daily habit and sur-

round ourselves with positive aura and energies no matter where we are. 

 

 

Laugh out loud…. add life to your years. 
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The Idiot-Box, and Some “Not-so-Idiot’ 
Memories 

By -- Dr Mayuri Borgohain 

 

These days the television (TV) has me glued to its alluring screen for all sort of rea-
sons. The Russia-Ukraine war, the ever-mutating coronavirus, floods in Sydney , Ke-

jriwal’s upswing, Narendra Modi’s speech, a few all time favourite movies, the oft-

repeated episodes of CID, Arnab Goswami’s heated debates – I have lost count of 

the interesting programmes that entice me to click on the black rectangle at odd 

hours. Google tells me that the word television is derived from the ancient Greek 

word tèle meaning "far", and Latin word "visio", meaning "sight". When Philo Farns-

worth made the world’s first working television system in 1927, little did he imag-

ine that the idiot box will come to occupy such a supreme position in our lives 

someday. This four-cornered monster has almost displaced the age-old newspaper 

as the most important source of news and entertainment. 
 

My first rendezvous with the TV was in 1985, when my father brought a brown car-

ton of substantial size with the name “ONIDA” written boldly in black on it. Un-

packing it revealed a wonder that remained an integral part of our lives till its un-

ceremonious demise more than a decade later in the hands of a sly TV mechanic 

who went by the name “Sunil Deb”. Mr Deb dismantled the entire body of the tele-

vision set, and we had no option but to replace it with a sleeker successor of the 

idiot-box.  

 

I remember the first day of its installation. The dancing silvery-white mustard seeds 
on the screen almost disappointed us, but a miracle in the form of the “fish-bone” 

antennae held up high on the roof-top painted smiles as big as the “Maharaja Mac” 

burger on our lips. And the fact that it was a coloured TV added more to our happi-

ness. Suddenly life was all about Humlog (Barki, Majhli, Chutki, etc.), Rajni, Khan-

daan, etc. I remember the voices of Ved Prakash (with spectacles), Minu (read the 

English news), Sunit Tandon (bearded), Sarla Maheshwari (had a mole on her lower 

cheek), Salma Sultan (rose on her hair), Rini Simon (smart with short hair), Kaveri 

Mukherjee (beautiful eyes), Neethi Ravindran (smart), Komal GB Singh (beautiful), 

etc.  
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sharing the news of the entire world with us during our meal-times. And how can I forget the snail-like 

white commas which came with the trademark background music to form the infamous logo of 

“Doordarshan” on the TV screen? 

 

One of my most cherished memories of TV serials is that of the Ramayana. We sat glued to the screen 

like an obsessed lover clinging to his girlfriend! I remember my mother and the neighbourhood ladies dis-

cussing supposed incidents of thefts in many a households while the family members sat attentively 

watching the Ramayana (though today I have serious reservations about such incidents really occurring). 

He-man, Street Hawk (Night-Rider), Vikram-Betaal, Stone Boy, Antariksh, Air Hostess, Mahabharata, 

Rangoli, Chitrahaar – these became unavoidable words of our daily lingo. And yes, the suave Roshan 

Seth in “Bharat Ek Khoj”, who was initially imposed on me like an unsolicited bridegroom, went on to 

become a personal favourite in due course of time. 

 

It is the television to which I owe my fascination for sports like cricket and tennis (football comes a dis-

tant third), and my undying love for the Palmolive shampoo (endorsed by a well-dressed Kapil Dev smil-

ing maniacally on the TV screen) till the company stopped production of the fascinating blue liquid. And 

how can I forget the “Rasna” girl? She is responsible for the endless glasses of the orange nectar that I 

insisted on having each evening till the shopkeeper of the neighbourhood general store shut shop to elope 

with the teenage daughter of the local barber. 

 

I also owe my cherished affair with Hindi movies to our ONIDA TV (which also had a remote). My earli-

est memories of Hindi movies go back to sporadic, hazy flashes of watching ‘Tarzan’ and ‘Ram Teri 

Ganga Maili’ in the small cinema hall of the little town named Goalpara where we lived (and in retro-

spect, I seriously wonder about the intentions of my parents who exposed me and my younger brother to 

such ‘matured’ celluloid masterpieces; I was barely seven and I cannot help but salute my ahead-of-the-

times parents who were either too courageous or were really ignorant to have exposed me and my four 

year old brother to the antics of Kimi Katkar-Hemant Birje and the escapades of Rajiv Kapoor-

Mandakini!). Jokes apart, I got acquainted with both regional as well as Hindi films, courtesy – television. 
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After more than twelve years of dedicated service, our ONIDA (neighbour’s envy, owner’s pride!) be-

came sick. It was afflicted with a strange disease where green became blue and red became green. The 

bloodied villains of movies looked like moss-covered aliens and the trees were perennially bathed in indi-

go drizzle. A destroyer who went by the name of Sunil Deb came disguised as a TV mechanic and put the 

last nail on the coffin of our old friend. 

 

I watch a TV with an LCD (or is it LED or Plasma?) screen now. The enlightened souls may call it a pro-

motion, but I miss my ONIDA. I miss Usha Albuquerque telling me about the weather forecast of the four 

metros, I miss a lean Vinod Dua (God bless his soul) articulating with the familiar twinkle, I miss the en-

thusiastic voice of Narottam Puri relaying sports news at 4 p.m, I miss the elegant pearl strings which 

adorned the shapely neck of Gitanjali Aiyer, I also miss the trademark hair-bun of Avinash Kaur Sarin, 

the booming voice of Tejeshwar Singh, the lovely face of Shobhna Jagdish, the crazy Cadbury girl in the 

violet frock who danced her way to the cricket field…Yes, I unabashedly admit that I miss a less sophisti-

cated Prannoy Roy, the bespectacled K.K. Raina, the eagerly awaited Sunday evening movies, the heart-

touching stories of Hello Zindagi, the cute Master Manjunath of Malgudi, the enthusiasm with which I sat 

through the entire telecast of the Republic Day parade till the very end, and ironically, I also miss being a 

part of the untiring wait through the entire duration of a sad-looking “rukawat ke liye khed hain” because 

there was just one channel and the concept of “channel surfing” was still in its embryonic stage. 

 

Was Arthur Golden thinking the way I do when he said, “Sometimes, I think the things I remember are 

more real than the things I see.” 
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Rongali Bihu 2021 

Bhogali Bihu 2022 
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Magh Bihu 2022—Gauri’s Hah 

Magh Bihu 2022—Two fairly new arrivals in the Assamese community waiting to greet the 

guests 
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A Deer 0n The Empty Streets 
 

 

On any day, the streets are always teeming, 

Oh, this is the day I have been dreaming 

The gleaming sun has a grin on his face 

And it's shining a salute to deer race 

 

Oh, the streets have never been this tranquil, 

I can now see the world from a different angle 

As I walk without care, trying to not make a scene 

I notice a sign reading: COVID-19 

I, a deer, am not one to speak 

But I, a deer, can see man is becoming weak 

 

The more I walk alone tardily 

The serenity becomes more of an absurdity 

This must be a lesson 

For all of mankind 

As their population lessens 

They are becoming less blind 

All I see is immense creation 

Ah, now this is our nation 

 

They will no longer take our freedom 

This is what we have been anticipating, a beacon 

I watch the birds going through the same revelation 

We can all now co-exist as one singular nation 

My nose picks up on fine scent of the nothingness 

Maybe I am the one who possess illness 

The deathly look of each window against me 

 

We are all finally free 

I wish all of this would last a lifetime 

But it will all end in a matter of time.  

The anticipation is killing me 

Will it be like this forever? 

I wish I was always this carefree 

Or maybe it will happen, NEVER. 
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Digital Photography by Archit Kataki 

 

Archit (Iku) has taken digital photography as 
one of his elective subjects at school and 
shared with us few of his awesome work.  
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Here comes Bihu! 

Eshan Haloi, 
Grade 7 

 
 
 

So, it’s nearly Bihu. All my friends are busy travelling to each other’s homes and re-
hearsing their performances. Everyone has high expectations. The parents believe this is what 
we look forward to in Bihu. They think we look forward to learning about the Assamese cul-
ture, music, and food. They believe that we peacefully sit down in the function room or out-
side chatting. Unfortunately, that is not remotely close to what we do. We play games, such 
as: Hide and Seek, Gang Up and Cops and Robbers to name a few.  We also prank people, such 
as innocent kids, unsuspecting guests or even security guards that are just trying to make a 
living. Even if they are minding their own business, we irritate them and/or spy on them. Or 
we just create pandemonium.  One example of pranking a security guard was in 2018, where 
we discovered an underground office room with a guard working inside and spied on him. Be-
hind the hall was a secret window where you could see the office from a 60-degree angle 
above his head and we could perfectly see what he was looking at on his computer. You would 
expect a security guard would be doing his job by keeping a tab on all the guests and all the 
jobs that a guard is expected to do. Instead, he was looking at McDonalds. There he was sit-
ting and staring at computer screen with images of McDonalds food floating around. We quiet-
ly sneaked up to his door and started recording his reaction on the camera. As he saw us, he 
yelled out, “You kids!” with an expression that I’ll never forget.  

 
Bihu, 2021, was a lot of fun. Once the kids’ performances were over, all the parents got 

excited dancing and singing on the stage and in the crowd. Everyone had forgotten about us 
kids. Meanwhile, we were behind the hall in a haunted area. It looked something like a gar-
den. We ventured further and found many dolls tied to trees which freaked everyone out. No 
one wanted to be the first to go and explore. If we went there in the daytime, it would proba-
bly be a nice garden with lovely dolls. At night it was quite terrifying. I think everyone has 
been watching too many horror movies. In the hall, there was some sort of children’s play-
room with lots of toys. Inside, there was a door surrounded by glass that led to a small outside 
playground. We inferred that it must’ve been a day-care thing. Anyways, we walked outside. I 
told someone to hold the door open in case we got locked out. Well unfortunately, they took 
their hand off the door and we all got locked out. We panicked because no one was going to 
find us for at least 5 more hours until Bihu ends. 10 minutes in, someone’s father walked in-
side the day-care room looking for us and we saw him and banged the glass as hard as we 
could to get his attention. But it was too dark for him to see us, and the Bihu music was too 
loud for him to hear us, so he just left. Our only option now to escape was to climb the tall, 
barbed wire fence. But the fence was extremely sharp with lots of edges and nothing to hold 
on to. We thought, “Who puts a barbed wire fence in a day-care?” Anyway, everyone had to 
hold me and lift me up so I could get over the fence. While doing so, my pants got stuck on 
the sharp edge and I was hanging upside down.  
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My pants eventually gave in, and the sharp edge cut my leg. But thankfully I was on 
the other side of the fence. I ran around and managed to open the door and let everyone 
out. Now you can understand why I am looking forward to Bihu this year. Hopefully there 
will be more security guards to annoy, rooms to wreck and pranks to pull. 

 

Wishing everyone a happy Rongali Bihu!  
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“The Girl at The End of The Street” 

 
(By Rohan Shukla, Boston) 

 
The girl who lived at the end of the street sat on the corner of the bench waiting for the bus 

while the other kids laughed and played. She had just moved (the fourth time this year) and she 

never really fit into the new towns she went to. She would always just wait until she moved 

again telling herself “I’ll do better this time” but it never happened. When the bus finally got 

there, she moved to the way back of the bus like she always did, sat down, put her beat-up 

headphones in, and closed her eyes. It was like no time had passed once they pulled into 

Huckleberry Middle School. The girl, named Margaret, walked past everyone else with her head 

down into the building. She looked for her first class, which was science in room 303. As soon 

as she walked into the room a burst of laughter came from beside her. She looked over. They 

weren’t paying attention to her, everyone was having fun with their long-time friends, while she 

was standing in the middle of it, all alone. Margaret sat through the rest of her classes and 

when she got home, she barely knew what had even happened the whole day. She went 

through the next few weeks doing exactly the same, but one day she had gained enough cour-

age and decided that she should loosen up a little and start to socialize with other kids. She did-

n’t bring her headphones to school that day, and she decided to sit right in the middle of the bus 

with everyone else. She started talking to more people. “Friendship is amazing,” She thought. 

Margaret was feeling great, and it was noticeable too. It was like she was a completely different 

person. She was feeling great, she had finally fit in, but then she got a text from her dad. 

“What's up?” she asked. The only response she got was “Hey honey, We’re moving again…” 

and now she would have to do it all over. 
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Magh Bihu 2022 
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শুভেচ্ছা বাৰ্ত্তা । 
 

 

 

(Sjt. Jagadish Talukdar and Smt. Nilima Talukdar Parents of Gitika Talukdar) 

 

বিহু অসমীয়াৰ িাপবি-সাহন জািীয় চেিনা অৰু জীিন চৰখা । চ াল চপেঁপা গগনাৰ 
মািি নােনীৰ গাি িি নাই-গৰকি ভাঙি যায় যেঁিৰ। িিাহি ভাবহ অহা মহৰ ব িংৰ 
চপেঁপাৰ মাি আৰু চকাননািা বিহুৱাৰ বিহুগীিৰ িানল িানল ব বপনীৰ গৰকাৰ  িদি 

অকা  িিানহা চযন নাবে উনে। এয়াই বিহুৰ িিৰ - অসমীয়াৰ জািীয় চেৰণা আৰু 

চেমৰ িিৰা। বহয়াৰ আমেু এই ভািনানক কব়িয়াই লল লগ সুদুৰ অনেবলয়াৰ চমলৱন ন 
েিাসী অসমী আইৰ সুনযাগয সন্তান সকনল লদনন্দিন কম ন িযস্তিাৰ মাজনিা জািীয় 
চেিনাক অগ্ৰাবিকাৰ বদ বয েনেষ্টা হািি ললনে িাৰ িানি চিনখি সকল বননজই িনয। 
আবমও ভগিানৰ ওেৰি োৰ্ ননা জনাইনো চিনখি সকলৰ এই আ াশুিীয়া েনেষ্টা 
সাফলয মন্দিি হওক আৰু চসই চদ ৰ আকান া বিহুগীিৰ ধ্ববননৰ মুখবৰি হওক। 
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মেলবৰ্ তত থকা প্ৰবাসী অসেীয়া সকললল ৰঙালী ববহৰু শুভেচ্ছা। 

 

অসমীয়াৰ োনৰ 'অবি চহপাহৰ ' আৰু অবি আদৰৰ উৎসৱন া লহনে ৰিালী বিহু ।সুিাকণ্ঠ 

ভূনপন হাজবৰকাৰ ভাষানৰ ৰিালী বিহুন া অসমীয়াৰ আয়ুস চৰখা । 
চ াল ' চপপা ' গগনা 'আৰু বিহু নিৃয গীনিনৰ উদযাপন কৰা ৰিালী বিহুন া এফানল আনি 

আৰু চযৌিনৰ উৎসৱ আনফানল নানা জাবি ' জনজাবি 'ভাষা আৰু িম নৰ সমন্বয় আৰু 

সিংসৃ্কবিৰ উৎসৱ । আবম ২০১৮ েনি অনেবলয়াৰ চমলি নন েহৰলল লগ োয় দুমাহ লৰাৰ 
ঘৰি ৰ্াবক আবহনো ।চিবিয়া চমলি ননৰ েিাসী অসমীয়া সকলৰ মাজৰ সমন্বয়ৰ কৰ্া গম 
পাই আবহনো ।পবৃৰ্িীৰ যনিই অসমক ভালনপাৱা অসমৰ জািীয় পৰম্পৰাক ভালনপাৱা 
চলাক আনে চসই চদ  চিাৰন া আমাৰ জািীয় উৎসৱ ৰিালী বিহুন া পালন কনৰ ।এইয়া 
সোলকনয় িৰ আদৰণীয় ।চমলিন নৰ েিাসী অসমীয়া সকনলও সমন্বয়নৰ এইিানৰা ৰিালী 
বিহুন া উদযাপন কবৰিলল ললনে লগনি এখবন আনলােনী উবলয়ািনৰা চযা যা কবৰনে 
।সোলকনয় এইন া অবি আনিৰ কৰ্া । 
মই চমলিন নৰ সকনলা েিাসী অসমীয়া 'বিহুৰ উনদযাক্তা সকনলাললনক ৰিালী বিহুৰ আন্তবৰক 

ওলগ আৰু মৰম জনাইনো ।আ া ৰাবখনো চিনখি সকলৰ সমন্বয়ৰ সািংসৃ্কবিক পৰম্পৰা 
িাৰািাবহক ভানি েবল ৰ্াবকি ।সকনলাললনক পুনৰ আন্তবৰক শুনভচ্ছা জনাইনো । 

(Sjt. Jeeten Goswami and Smt. Abha Goswami, Parents of Preetam Goswami and Stooti Sarmah from Tezpur, 

Assam) 
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চননদখা এনাজৰীনৰ িান্ধ খাই ৰ্াকক েিাসী অসমীয়া সকল যুগ যুগান্তৰলল। 
মাঘ বিহু, িহাগ বিহুৰ েীবিবমলনৰ জৰীয়নি আন্দজৰ  েজন্মই  ভবৱষযিৰ 
েজন্মলল বসেঁবে যাওক আত্মীয়িাৰ  পৰম্পৰা বদ যাওক ব পাৰ সন্ধান ।  
এনয়ই আমাৰ োৰ্ ননা এনয়ই আমাৰ সনপান এনয়ই আমাৰ চেহা ীষ আৰু 
শুভকামনা। 

--------ৰানজ  কুমাৰ চমবি and কস্তুৰী বনভা গলগ 

(Parents of Gariyasi Medhi) 
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বিহুিিীয়া অবভনিনৰ লগনি নৱিষ নৰ  শুভকামনা জনানলা েিাসী অসমীয়া 

সকললল। 

আমাৰ  জািীয় উৎসৱ জািীয় সিংসৃ্কবিনৰ চযন আবম সকনলা িান্ধ খাই ৰ্ানকা 

অনাগি বদননিাৰললনক,নকবিয়াও ম্লান  পবৰ নাযায় চযন আমাৰ েীবিৰ এনাজৰীডাল। 

বি াল  পৃবৰ্ৱীৰ  এনকখন আকা ৰ  িলনৰ িাবসিা আবম কনিা চহৰাই  নাযাও  

এনকলনগই  ৰ্াবকম। সদায় মৰম চেহৰ িান্ধ খাই ৰ্কাৰ কামনানৰ  সকনলাললনক পুনৰ 

শুনভচ্ছা জনানলা। 

ঈশ্বনৰ সদায় সকনলানক কু নল ৰাখক িানৰই  কামনানৰ। 

 

-----মবন দাস and অবনল কুমাৰ  দাস (Parents of Rupam Das) 
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সমগ্ৰ চমলিণ নিাসী  েিাব  আমাৰ অসমীয়া সমাজখন লল আমাৰ আন্তবৰক শুনভচ্ছা, 
চেহাব ে জনানলা েঁ। ২০১৬ েনি চমলিণ ন লল লগবেনলা আৰু অসমীয়া সমাজখন চদবখ 
সেঁোলকনয় অবভভূি লহ পবৰবেনলা েঁ। েিা ি ৰ্াবকও বনজৰ অসমীয়া সিংসৃ্কবি িাদ বনবদ এননদনৰ 
িজাই ৰাবখবেল সোনয় িৰ েসিং বনয়। েনিযকজন অসমীয়াই বিহু গীি, বিহু নাে আৰু বপো 
পনানৰ চযননলক অপযায়াি কবৰবেল- এবিয়াও আমাৰ অন্তৰি সজীৱ লহ আনে।  
 
আন্দজ দুিেনৰ ক'বভদৰ িানি চগান ই পবৃৰ্ৱীৰ লগি অসমনিা এক ভয়ািহ পবৰবিবিৰ সনু্মখীন 
হি লগীয়া হ'ল, মিুৃযৰ বকবৰবলনৰ িহুজনক িহুজনৰ পৰা আেঁিৰাই বননল। ভবৱষযনি এনন 
চকাননা ভয়ািহ পবৰনি  নাহক। েনিযক িেনৰ সকনলা অসমীয়াই চকাননা িািা বিবঘবন 
চনানহাৱালক অবি আদনৰনৰ আমাৰ অবি মৰমৰ বিহু িা অনয অনুষ্ঠাননিানৰা পাবিি পানৰ 
এনয় ভগিানৰ ওেৰি আবম সকনলানৱ োৰ্ ননা কনৰা েঁ আহক। চমলিণ নি িাস কৰা সমগ্ৰ 
অসমীয়া ৰাইজলল  বিহুৰ শুনভচ্ছানৰ - 
 
-----শ্ৰীযুি সূয নয কান্ত  ম না মন্দজিাৰ িৰুৱা and শ্ৰী অবনিা মন্দজিাৰ িৰুৱা (Parents of 

Aradhana Mazinder Barua) 
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BOHAGI XUBHAXIX 

 

(Sjt. Bhaba Goswami and Smt. Dipti Goswami, Parents of Sudarshana Goswami) 
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Rongali Bihu 2013 
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Paban Kumar 
Borthakur 

Additional Chief  
Secretary, Govern-
ment of Assam  
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Rongali Bihu 2021 
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Rongali Bihu 2015 
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Sankardev’s Tithi 2020 
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A Tribute to my Grandfather Kashinath Saikia – An unsung Vi-
sionary and an Entrepreneur 

              -----By Indrani Bora 

He was born in 1889, the fourth son of Late Rai Bahadur Betharam Saikia of Naobaisa village in Jorhat. He 
graduated from Calcutta university in 1913. The government of India then awarded him a scholarship to 
study industrial chemistry abroad. But the outbreak of World War-I in 1914 ruled out studies abroad.  

He took up a job in the Bengal Paper Mill. having worked there for some time, joined a Japanese firm and 
went to Japan and received training in the manufacture of paper. He then joined a Burmese paper manufac-
turing concern in Rangoon. As its chief chemist. he was promoted as works manager. While in Burma he in-
vented a new process for the manufacture of cardboard. He patented the process in India and Germany and 
earned Rs. 65,000/- in royalties. The patent also won him the fellowship of the Chemical Society of London. 
He returned to Assam in 1921 to setup a paper mill, and travelled widely to England and Germany in connec-
tion with the project, but the venture did not succeed.  

In 1923 he setup the Jorhat Electric Supply Company. he was the first man to introduce electricity supply to 
Assam. The first water supply scheme of Jorhat was run with the power generated and supplied by his elec-
tric supply company. He also introduced the first power-driven rice mill at Jorhat. 

Among his other achievements was to build the Silchar Kumbhirgram Aerodrome. He also set up a cement 
factory in Garopahar Hills district of the undivided Assam in the early part of the 20th century. Kashinath 
Saikia was twice nominated to the Assam Legislative council. the first he defeated an Englishman to win a 
seat in 1926 and the next spell from 1931 to 1937. Kashinath Saikia always made a mark, a man of excellent 
taste, and also a well-dressed legislator.  He was decades ahead of his times in his thinking. 

Rocked by ill health he passed away on 8th May 1962 in Guwahati. 

Fittingly, today his statue stands in front of Jorhat’s Bidyut Bhavan, the headquarters of Upper Assam Elec-
tricity Distribution Company as a commemoration of the life and achievements of this pioneering industrialist 
who first “lit” Assam. 

Today it is hard for our youngsters to imagine how he managed to achieve his successes in those days without 
the internet, airline travel or good communications. 
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Rongali Bihu 2021 
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Rongali Bihu 2015 
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Til Diya Murgi Mangxo  
(Chicken with Black Sesame Seeds) 
 
Til diya Murgi. Country chicken. A generous slather of black sesame paste. The rage of pep-
percorn. The warmth of ginger. This is comfort food at its sublime best !! 

 
PREP TIME - 5 mins 
COOK TIME - 35 mins 
TOTAL TIME - 40 mins 

 

INGREDIENTS 
500 g chicken curry-cut pieces 

• 4 tbsp black sesame seeds lightly toasted 
and soaked in warm water for 10 minutes 

• 8-10 black peppercorn 

• 4 big onion finely chopped 

• 2 tsp ginger finely chopped 

• 3-4 cloves garlic finely chopped 

• 8-9 green chili slit 

• 1 tsp turmeric powder 

• 1 tsp cumin powder 

• 3 tbsp mustard oil 
salt to taste 

INSTRUCTIONS 
 Make a smooth paste of black sesame seeds and black peppercorn with very little       water. 

Keep aside. 

1. Heat oil in a pan. When smoking hot, throw in the ginger, garlic and onions, saute till the 
onion is a gorgeous golden brown. 

2. Now add the chicken, turmeric powder, cumin powder and green chilies, cook over a me-
dium flame for 5-7 odd minutes. 

3. Add ½ cup warm water, continue to cook over a medium flame till the chicken is about to 
75% cooked, 10-12 mins I would say. 

4. Add the black sesame and peppercorn paste, give it all a hearty mix. Splash a little water if 
it is becoming a bit too dry. 

5. Cook till the chicken is tender, another 5 minutes or so. 
Adjust seasonings. Serve hot with rice. 
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TOGOR PHOOLOR BOR 

By Anuradha Baruah 
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Disclaimer: The Editorial team has included all the articles without any revision of the contents and is not responsible for the comments and/or opinions 
expressed by the authors. 
Copyright: All the rights of any article published in this Magazine are reserved by the author of the article. No part may be reproduced without permission 
from the author. 
For any correspondence related to the Enajori 2022 articles please contact Gitika (gitikatalukdar2000@gmail.com), Gariyasi (Gargi) (gariyasi97@gmail.com 
or Hemanta Doloi at h_doloi@yahoo.com 
 
For any correspondence related to Assam Association Melbourne (AAM)  please contact assamassociationmelbourne@gmail.com 

Assamese Association Melbourne (AAM) Inc. acknowledges the support of Victorian Multicultural Commission towards celebrating 
Rongali Bihu 2022. 
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